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Product Review – 2THUMB Putter Grip 
 
This review will focus on the 2THUMB putter grip that is 

marketed as “THE GRIP THAT WINS”.  The OG Taper 

Lite 43 grip is currently used by 4x DP World Tour 

winner, Matt Wallace.  The sample that I will be reviewing 

is the Pistol 7E | 32 grip which has a more traditional pistol 

profile than some of their other options. 

Product Description 

Directly from 

2THUMB’s website, 

“The unique design of 

the Pistol 7E offers 7 

contact points for the 

ultimate feedback and 

feel from a putter 

grip.  The distinctive "V"-back technology aids consistent 

hand placement whilst the non-taper design creates even 

grip pressure with both hands and by doing so reduces any 

potential wrist action. With Dimax technology giving you 

the traction when needed down both sides of the grip and 

a smooth soft-touch front, you have the perfect 

combination.” 

Product Availability 

2THUMB offers the pistol version in three models varying 

size and weight. 

 

The core size of all 2THUMB grips is 0.580 inches / 14.73 

mm and they retail for $35.  A bonus is when you purchase 

a 2THUMB putter grip, they send you a branded poker 

chip ball marker free of charge! 

Product Performance 

On to the testing! In order to reduce the number of 

variables in the data, I took two identical Odyssey 2-Ball 

F7 putters with the same 

length, loft, and lie installing 

a 2THUMB pistol grip on 

one and a traditional pistol 

grip on the other.  I then took 

each putter to a local practice 

green and began the testing. 

In terms of the parameters for 

the testing, I selected six putt 

distances (3’, 5’, 10’, 15’, 

20’, and 30’) and hit ten putts 

with each putter at every 

distance.  I charted the make 

percentage and average proximity to the hole on misses.  

The results are below: 

 

Overall, I made 2% more putts and was 1.7” closer to the 

hole on misses with the 2THUMB Pistol grip.  The 

statistical improvement isn’t eye popping, but the nuances 

are important.  I noticed improvement on shorter and 

longer putts with the 2THUMB Pistol grip where the 

traditional grip felt better on the intermediate lengths.  I 

could definitely see the 2THUMB grip in my bag! 

Product Ratings 
 

Looks:  ★★★★☆ 

Feel:  ★★★☆☆ 

Performance: ★★★★☆ 

Design:  ★★★★☆ 

Price:  ★★★☆☆ 

  


